
VIOLET ROSE CLEANER AND DEODORISER is the environmental choice when cleaning, deodorising and freshening living and 
working environments. VIOLET ROSE is a Third Party independently assessed formula, meeting the stringent requirements of 
the ‘Recognised™ - environmental credentials scheme’ for environmentally preferable products as licenced by ACCORD.

With a readily biodegradable low VOC formula and lasting scent, VIOLET ROSE cuts through malodour leaving the 
environment pleasantly fragrant. Suitable for use when deodorising carpets, rooms and soft furnishings.

VIOLET ROSE will significantly reduce odour associated with lingering tobacco smoke, cooking fats, garbage bin areas, 
laundry areas, washrooms and bathrooms. With a lasting scent of sweet violets, fresh citrus and warm musk VIOLET ROSE 
helps lift the living environment in dining rooms, restaurants, and hotel and motel rooms.

How to Use
VIOLET ROSE AIR FRESHENER actively masks malodour leaving living spaces fragrantly fresh and clean.

Dilution rates: Dilute 1 part to 10 parts water

Room Deodorising: Direct 2 to 3 jets of spray upwards towards the centre of the room and mist into the air.

Carpets & Soft  
Surface Deodorising:

Direct spray mist over surface applying a light coverage. Do not soak surface but leave to dry.

Hard Surface Cleaning: Direct spray mist over surface applying a light coverage. Must be wiped down, no rinsing required.

Features Advantages Benefits
Recognised - environmental credentials scheme ACCORD Accredited Green formula Better for environment and human health

Concentrated High dilution rates Economical Cost in Use

Low VOC formula and lasting scent Significantly reduces odour Cleans, Deodorises and freshens

Specifications

Colour Pink liquid

Odour Sweet violet & citrus

Biodegradability Readily biodegradable
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